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Ncert biology book class 11 pdf

Significance of Biology Class 11 NCERT PDFBiology is a science that addresses living organisms and life. So it is known as life science or science of life. NCERT books class 11 biology serves as the best source of basic concepts of biology. Students can gather information to a large extent by reading this book. Furthermore, 11th
NCERT biology book also helps students to explore their knowledge of everyday life as well. Both the flora and fauna, which is just as important on the board, and NEET exams are discussed here. This way, students can download the 11 PDFs of the NCERT biology department at any time to effectively increase their grip on the subject in
both exams. Chapter Wise Overview of Class 11 Biology NCERT PDF BookA complete biology syllabus on the CBSE board is divided into four units where each unit consists of several chapters. Let's start with Unit 1, which consists of four parts. While explaining the definition of living things, this chapter also represents ecological clash
and cooperation between these members. Students can learn about the different physiological systems that help organisms maintain and move their species forward. This chapter further covers the prevailing diversity, which is clearly visible all over the world, regardless of weather and environment. The taxonomic categories and
taxonomic aids of these living organisms are also explicitly described here. Chapter 2: Biological classification Since the beginning of civilization, people have tried to categorize the entire known living population for their use, such as shelter, clothing and food. Aristotle first tried to classify them scientifically. He divided the flora into three
classes - herbs, shrubs and trees. Moreover, he also classified the fauna into two parts - animals with red blood, the other of which was not. This second chapter of the 11th NCERT Biology PDF deals with this scientific classification process and also explains five different classes such as Monera, Protista, Fungi, Plantae, and Animalia, as
well as Viroid, Viruses, and Lichens. Chapter 3: Plant KingdomThe previous topic, students learned about the five classifications of the plant kingdom. In the PDF chapter of the Class 11 biology book, you can learn about Kingdom Plantae or the plant kingdom and its further classifications. The whole plant kingdom is divided into five parts
– Algae, Bryophytes, Pteridophytes, Gymnosperms, and anniosperms. This chapter describes the characteristic characteristics of each plant class and helps to understand the process of classification. Furthermore, students can learn about the different life cycles of plants and their changing generation. This gives students a solid
foundation for kingdom, taxonomy. Chapter 4: Animal KingdomThe NCERT 11. The first part of this chapter explains the basis of this classification system. Taxonomic factors include organizational levels, symmetry, triploblastic and diploblastic organisms, coelom, segmentation and notochord. Furthermore, the seconds part of this topic is
the classification of this kingdom based on common basic physical characteristics. These classifications are phylum - Porifera, Coelenterata, Ctenophora, Platyhelminthes, Aschelminthes, Annelida, Arthropods, Mollusca, Echinodermata, Hemichordata, and Chordata.Unit 2: Structural Organization of Plants and Animals From Here begins
the second unit of the curriculum. This unit contains three consecutive chapters from 5 to 7. Chapter five of the 11 new edition PDFs in ncert's biology department also describes the structure, importance, and workflow of the outer parts of higher plants. Previously, students learned to classify plants based on their morphological and other
different characteristics. Here, these morphological features are described in a well-presented way. In this chapter, students can study roots, stems, leaves, infloresth, flowers, fruits, and seeds. Moreover, it also contains a description of the common flowering plants and explains the typical characteristics of some vital plant families.
Chapter 6: Anatomy of flowering plants Structural variations and similarities can be easily spotted by observing the living organism. However, anatomy is a study of internal structures and their functions. This sixth chapter of biology 11th NCERT PDF Biology 11th NCERT PDF book provides a detailed description of the functional body and
internal structure of these taller plants. In other words, this chapter teaches about the different types of tissues found in the plant organs, and the tissue system based on its location. Anatomy of monocunal and double-icing plants can be described in detail in this chapter. Moreover, students can learn about the two different growths of
plants- primary and secondary growth. Chapter 7: Structural organization in animalsIn this seventh chapter of class 11 biology, students can learn about multicellular and single-celled organisms in the animal kingdom in the NCERT PDF book. Single-celled organisms perform all their life processes, such as breathing, reproduction,
digestion, etc. At the same time, multicellular organisms use different organs, which have been developed by different cells to perform different functions. So, this chapter is about different animal tissues, cells, organs and their systems, functions, etc. As an example of that you can see the morphological and anatomical structure of the
earthworm, cockroach and frog. All three animals represent vertebrates and invertebrates. So, students can have an idea about animal structure by learning about these animals. Unit 3: Cell: Structure and FunctionNow, this CBSE class of 11 biology books has come with a new unit. This unit has three chapters, and it's all about the
function and structure of the cell. Chapter 8: Unit of LifeThis 11 NCERT PDF chapter of biology begins by explaining that the cell is the fundamental unit of life. All living beings are made of cells, single-celled or multicellular. After determining cell, this topic also concludes cell theory. This theory suggests that all living things are made up of
cell and cell products, and cells are formed from the dominant cells. It provides a detailed overview of the cell and the difference between the plant cell and the animal cell. Moreover, it also includes different types of cells with examples such as red blood cells, white blood cells, columnated epithelial cells, neurons, mesophyll cells, etc.
Finally, this chapter concludes with two main types of cells - prokariot and eukaryotic cells and their characteristics, functions, etc. Chapter 9: BiomoleculesAll living organism in this biosphere consists of various chemicals called compounds and elements. The ninth chapter of the biology book NCERT 11 PDF presents the process of
analyzing the chemical composition in living organisms. Biomolecules help to identify these compounds by synthesis, and these are called metabolites. This theme also provides developed knowledge of various metabolites. Moving forward, students learn about the various biomolecules, proteins, polysaccharides, nucleic acid, etc. the
detailed idea of protein structure, characters bonds that connect monomers with polymers, metabolic concept, etc. also comes from this topic. The importance of metabolism, the various enzymes and their functions are also available here. Chapter 10: Cell Cycle and Cell DivisionThen is the final chapter of this unit where students can
learn about all aspects of the cell. This topic in the NCERT books PDF Class 11 biology talks about a biological phenomenon that all living things begin with a cell and gradually grow to a multicellular organism. It describes how this process works and what the cell cycle is. Students can also study different phases of cell cycles such as
interphase, M phase, G1, S, and G2 phases, prophase, metaphase, anaphase, etc. In the other part of this chapter, students can prepare cell divisions and their classification. This explains the two main processes of mitosis and meiosis and their significance in workflow. Unit 4: Plant PhysiologyThus is the beginning of the fourth unit,
which contains five chapters. This unit is about plant physiology and its various aspects. Chapter 11: Transport in PlantsThis eleventh chapter of this eleventh chapter of the 11th NCERT Biology Book PDF begins to make water Material reaches the top part of the tree or how it is transported between the different elements of the cells. The
transport system used by plants can be seen here. In addition, the relationship between plants and water and its importance can be learned from chapter eleven. Also, students can learn about long distance water transport, and develop other nutrients and minerals here. Another process, called transpiration, can be explained here by an
example. Finally, how trees are used in the phloem cell to implement the transport system from the source, can be understood easily by students. Chapter 12: Mineral nutrientsIn addition to ncert 11. With this study, they come to know all the essential minerals that plants require. In addition, this chapter also explains the mechanism by
which plants absorb these essential elements. This topic also helps students to understand the translokation process dissolved and the metabolic system of nitrogen. It also explains how soil works as a reservoir for these essential elements, how plants absorb and transport different parts of the body and perform their physiological
activities. Chapter 13: Photosynthesis in higher plantsAll students studying biology in Class 11 know that photosynthesis is a biological process that helps plants produce food. However, this chapter of class 11 NCERT Biology PDF provides you with knowledge about it in more detail. Students can obtain information about early
experiments on photosynthesis, the number of pigments involved in the process, where this happens. It also discusses in detail the information on light reaction, electron transport, the use of ATP and NADPH, the C4 pathway in this chapter. In conclusion, students also know the factors that can influence this process. Chapter 14:
Breathing in plantsThe fourteenth chapter of NCERT PDF Class 11 includes another important physical activity of plants, called breathing. The breathing process in biology is called breathing. This chapter contains various examples that prove that all plants breathe. Also, this chapter explains how glycolysis and fermentation are related to
breathing and what their importance is. While moving on to this topic, students can learn about aerobic breathing, the scales of breathing, the quotient of the process, an amphithetic path. So, after completing this chapter, students need a clear concept of the respiratory system of plants. Chapter 15: Growth and development of
plantsRowth is one of the most common processes found in all living things. This chapter of the new NCERT Biology Class 11 PDFs explains how metabolism affects growth and explains different aspects of growth. These aspects include the measurement, phases, growth rate and state of growth. redeal differentiation and differentiation;
these conditions shall also be laid down with valid examples and information. Now, in the second part of this chapter, he discusses the development of plants. It also shows the differences between the two concepts. Students can get information about the regulators of growth, photoperiodism and vernization of plants. Unit 5: Human
PhysiologyThis is the Last Unit of NCERT books in class 11 biology, which includes human physiology. This unit is made up of seven chapters. Chapter 16: Digestion and absorption of food suggests an essential requirement for all living things. Living organisms require carbohydrates, fats, protein, minerals and vitamins for growth,
development, and survival. Through the digestive tract, all these elements can be absorbed by living bodies. This chapter provides a detailed overview of the human digestive tract, which includes the gastrointestinal tract, digestive glands and the digestive process of food. It then highlights the process of absorption of digested foods.
Moreover, this chapter also talks about all common diseases such as jaundice, constipation, diarrhea, etc., that can be seen in people. Chapter 17: Breathing and Replacing Gases Biology Students in the 11th Century This topic provides information on how the human body exchanges gases, transport gases and regulates this breathing
process. Finally, it shows the disorders that are found in the human respiratory system such as asthma, emphysema, occupational respiratory diseases. Chapter 18: Body fluid and circulationThe human body transports all the necessary elements with a liquid called blood. In this chapter of biology class 11 NCERT PDF book, students
learn about the materials of blood such as plasma, fluid matrix, and formed elements. It also gives information about different blood groups. Another liquid in the form of tissue, lymph, is also described here. Moreover, students can also gather knowledge about the circulatory pathway, the circulatory system of people, and the heart cycle.
Also, this chapter answers a variety of questions about dual blood circulation, heart activities, and circulatory disorders such as hypertension, angina, heart failure, etc. Chapter 19: Excretory products and their eliminationIn Chapter XI. In this topic, the urinary formation, the various functions of the tubules, the concentration mechanism of
filtrate, were also discussed. Students can learn about kidney function and its regulation, the importance of other organs in the selection. Moreover, they also know about excretory disorders such as uremia, kidney failure, kidney calculi, glomerulonephritis. Chapter 20: Movement and movement are one of the main features of living
organisms and this chapter of the 11 PDF classes of NCERT biology types of movements in humans. The number of muscles such as the skeletal system, visceral, etc., which are related to the movements is discussed here. Students can find detailed information about the bone system and joints in this chapter, explaining how this system
helps people move and move. In addition, musculoskeletal disorders such as myasthenia, tetany, arthritis, osteoporosis, tow, etc. are also briefed in this chapter. Chapter 21: Neural Control and CoordinationHuman organs align with each other to perform various bodily functions, and the neural system helps the body to coordinate. In this
chapter of class 11 NCERT books, students can learn about the human neural system and its functional and structural structures. This chapter also includes the central neural system of the human body and how this system regulates most functions. Students can also learn about reflex arc and action and sensory reception and
transmission process. Chapter 22: Chemical Coordination and IntegrationThis is the last chapter of the NCERT biology department 11 PDF, and here biology students learn about the different endocrine glands and hormones. Hormones work as intercellular transmitters that have no nutrient value. The human endocrine system shows the



secretions, hormones, and their importance and functions. This chapter also provides information about hormones in the gastrointestinal tract, heart and kidneys. Finally, the book closes the mechanism behind the actions of these hormones. Why are NCERT books popular with both students and teachers? Ncert books on class 11 biology
have always been the first choice for students on the CBSE board, as well as for those who are made neet. Moreover, teachers can recommend these books for various reasons. The primary reason why students prefer these books is simple language. This makes it easier for them to understand the chapter without taking much time and
effort. The crisp writing style also helps students to cover this huge syllabus in limited given time and to prepare for exams more efficiently. NCERT books also come with a detailed drafting of each topic. Therefore, students do not require too many manuals for the necessary information. Moreover, the elaboration will benefit students to
explore their knowledge of future higher studies. Ncert 11 biology PDF books have all the necessary diagrams and images in addition to writing, which makes these books interesting for students. Unlike monotonous writings, visual content makes these books more understandable and engaging so that students can quickly tie the subject.
Each chapter of NCERT books concludes with several questions that benefit students in assessing how much of the chapter they understand. Also, these questions provide a general picture of the pattern of issues that may appear in exams. Why Should Students Go to Vedantu? Vedantu is one of the a growing platform that the highest
quality e-learning facilities. We're taking more online classes on all topics where students can clear their doubts and learn more NCERT books for class 11 biology. Our syllabus-oriented learning materials will help you prepare for the CBSE exam and NEET preparation. Moreover, students can choose the topic of wise online mock tests to
find out the weak links and prepare accordingly. You can download the Vedantu app for more reference class 11 biology books! Book!
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